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Simplicial algorithms have been developed on the n-dimensional
unit or price simplex Sn z{p E R~1IE~ i pj ~ 1} in order to approxi-
mate economic equilibria in a pure exchange economy or to solve the non-
linear complementarity problem on Sn. The latter problem concerns the
finding of a point p in Sn for which z(p) ~ 0 where z is a continuous
function from Sn to Rntl satisfying (Walras' law) pTZ(p) - 0 for all p.
In case of a pure exchange economy the function z is the excesa demand
function satisfying also zi(p) ~ 0 if pi - 0(desirability condition). A
simplicial algorithm subdivides Sn into n-dimenaional simplices, or n-
simplices, and searches for an n-simplex which yields an approximate
solution. By refining the simplicial subdivision the accuracy of the
approximation might be improved. Aso-called simplicial variable dimen-
sion restart algorithm can start anywhere and generates a sequence of
adjacent simplices of the subdivision of varying dimenaion until within
a finite number of steps an approximate solution is found. In fact the
algorithm traces a piecewise linear path from the starting point to the
approximate solution, which is contained in the sequence of simplices
generated by the algorithm. The piecewise linear path is followed by
alternating replacement steps in the simplicial subdivision in order to
move from one simplex to an adjacent one and by linear programming pivot
steps in a system of n-f-2 linear equations in order to trace a línear
piece of the path in a given simplex. The starting point, v, is left
with one-dimensional simplices along a ray. In the so-called (ntl)-ray
algorithm, due to van der Laan and Talman [5], see also [1], there is a
ray leading to each of the nfl vertices of Sn. The algorithm leaves v
along the ray to the vertex e(i) of Sn íf zi(v) - maxhzh(v), where e(i)
is the i-th unit vector in Rml, izl,...,n-E1.
This algorithm can be considered as a(price) adjustment procedure hav-
ing an attractive economic interpretation when applied to find an equil-
ibrium in a pure exchange economy, see e.g. Zangwill and Garcia [12],
van der Laan and Talman [6, 7]. In this way the algorithm is an always
converging alternative for the classical W81ras tatonnement process.
Simplicial algorithms can alao be used to find equilibria in an exchange
economy with linear production technology, see e.g. Scarf [11]. In [11]
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an upper semicontinuous mapping is constructed where the function value
at a price is set equal to the production technology vector of the ac-
tivity making the largest positive profit and to the excess demand vec-
tor if no activity makes (a positive) profit. Probably due to the dis-
continuity, in particular close to the equilibrium where all the activi-
ties in use make zero profit, the computational results look not very
promising. A different approach to use simplicial algorithms for finding
equilibria in a production economy is to conatruct a continuous function
from Sn to Sn whose fixed points are equilibria and conversely. For
example, see e.g. Kehoe [3], the function g defined by g(p) is the pro-
jection of the vector pfz(p) on the set of Sn where no activity makes
any profit satisfies this property. In that case, however, at each ite-
ration of the algorithm on Sn the projection of pfz(p) has to be comput-
ed by a linear complementarity problem (LCP) pivoting algorithm which
takes typically at least ntl additional linear programming steps per
iteration. We remark that the function g was never introduced to find
equilibria but only to show existence or to analyse unicity and stabil-
ity issues.
In Mathiesen [A], see also Mathiesen [9], Mathiesen and
Rutherford [10] and F.aves [2], equilibrium problems were solved by a
sequence of linear complementarity problems (SLCP) where each LCP in the
sequence has to be solved by a pivoting algorithm. Although the computa-
tional results reported are very exciting, there is not much theoretical
understanding of SLCP. In such a scheme it is not clear in general whet-
her all the LCP's in the sequence can be solved by a pivoting algorithm
or even have a solution. Probably this is due to the fact that (a prio-
ri) a numeraire is chosen so that the LCP's are defined on the unbounded
set R}. Fiowever, by solving the induced LCP's directly on Sn without
having a numeraire a pivoting algorithm always fínde a solution, see
e.g. [2]. Ttle global converRence is etill an unaolved issue for an SLCP
scheme except ín special cases. Since SLCP is a natural extension of
Newton's method to include linear constraints, there is not much hope
for such an iterative method to converge for an arbitrary excess demand
function and activity matrix. Moreover, the economic interpretation of
this method is not very clear.
In this paper we introduce a simplicial variable dímension algo-
rithm on the set Sn x]Rm where m is the number of production technolo-
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giry In ~I~c ccunomy. The algori[hms solvea the problem of finding an
equílibrium in the economy with línear production technology directly,
í.e. the problem is not converted to an equivalent problem on Sn and the
algorithm does not need to solve an LCP at each iteration. Moreover, the
alp,orithm exploits the linearity of the problem in the activity var-
iables and finds, barring degeneracy, within a finite number of itera-
tion an approximating solutíon under the condition that something cannot
be produced Erom nothing. Due to the linearity of the problem in the
activity variahles, the set Sn x R} ia not subdivided in (nfm)-simplices
but in principle in (n~-m)-cells being the product of an n-simplex of a
simplicial subdivision of Sn and R}. When m is equal to zero, that is
when there is no production allowed in the economy, the algorithm
reduces to the (ntl)-ray algorithm on Sn of Doup and Talman [lJ.
The steps of the algorithm can be conaidered as a global adjuat-
ment process to attain an equilibrium, similar to the one induced by the
(rr~l)-ray algorithm on Sn. In particular, the algorithm increases ini-
tially the price of the commodity with [he largest netto exceas demand
or the level of activity with the largest (positive) profit. During the
algorithm both the prices of the commodities with maximal (piecewise
linear) netto excess demand and the activity levels of the production
technologies with equal maximal profit are, relatively to the starting
values, larger than all tlie other prices and activity levels. These are,
again relatively to the starting values, all equal to each other. The
algorithm terminates as soon as the profita of all the technologies with
positive production level and the net[o exceas demande of the commodi-
ties with positive prices are equal to each other. According to Walras'
law the algorithm has then found an approximating equilibrium. In fact
the algorithm traces a piecewise linear path from the starting point to
an approximating equilibrium. This path is followed by a sequence of
adjacent cells of varying dimension of the underlying subdivision of
Sn X R}. In each cell the linear piece of the path is followed by a
linear programming pivot step in a system of n-E1~rF1 linear equationa.
The movement from one cell of the subdivision to an adjacent one ís
again described by a replacement rule.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 deacribea the prob-
lem and defínes the piecewise linear path of the algorithm. In section 3
4
the subdivision of Sn x R} in cells which underlies the algorithm is
given. Section 4 gives the steps to follow ihe piecewise linear path
traced by the algorithm.
S
2. The path of the adjustment process
Consider an economy with linear production technology, ínitial endow-
ments and demand functions. Let nfl he the number of commodities and m
the number of activities. Then
P -(P1~ "'.pcrtl)Tdenotes the vector of prices
w -(wl,...,w~l)T denotes the vector of endowments
d(p) -(dl(p),...,dn}1(p))T denotes the aggregate demand function
y '(yl,...,ym)T denotes the vector of activity levels
A denotes the m x n technology matrix of input-output coef-
ficients consistent with unit production, where the
(i,j)th element aij ~ 0( aij ~ 0) denotes an output (in-
put).
We assume that the demand functions d are continuoue functions from
R~1 into Rnfl ~
Moreover we assume that the technology matrix A does not allow for pro-
duction without input, that is y~ 0 and Ay ~ 0 implies y-0.
Defínition 2.1
A vector (p~,y~) E R}}1 x R} constitutes a general equilibrium if
T ~
A p c 0
~ ~
d(p )- w- Ay c 0
~T ~p Ay - 0
p~T(wfAy~-d(P~)) - 0.
Equation (2.1) requires that no activity earns a positive profit, (2.2)
that no commodity i s in excess demand. F.quation ( 2.3) reflects that an
activity level is zero if the profit i s negative and an operated activi-
ty has profit zero. Finally ( 2.4) means that the commodity in excess
supply has zero price and a positive price implies market clearance. We
assume that the demand functions are derived from individual household
utility maximalization. When the demands satiafy each individual house-
T T
hold's budget and there i s nonsatiation then p d(p) a p w.
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We call z(p) ~ d(p) - w[he excess demand function ( e.d.f), satísfying
pTZ(p) ~ 0 f.or all p ~ R~1 (Walras' law), and zj(p) -(Ay)j the netto
excess demand of commodity j. Moreover the e.d.f:sare homogeneous of
degree zero so that we can normalize prices p to the n-dimensional unit
simplex Sn -{p E R~1
IEnfl p 31}. Under the conditions mentioned above
t ~~1 9
there always exists a general equilibrium ( p~,y~) E Sn x R}.
In order tn finci such an equilibrium vector we propose to follow the
path of pointra (p,y) in Sn x R} from an arbitrary starttng poínt (p,y)




min if zj(p) - (Ay)j ~ B
min if zj(p) -(Ay)j s B
min if (pTA)i ~ S
min if (pTA) i ~ s.
(2.5)
yi ~ yi
Note that B- max {maxjzj(p) -(Ay)j, maxi(pTA)i} ~ 0 and that
min a min {min ~- , minP yif
p~~0 pj Y1~0 Yi
The starting point (p,y) satisfies (1..5) with min a 1. If z i s continu-
ously differentiable then under some non-degeneracy conditions system
(2.5) implies the existence of a piecewise smooth path connecting (p,y)
~` ~ in the same wa as has been derivedand an equilibrium vector (p ,y ), y
for a pure exchange economy in van rler Laan en Talman [7]. The piecewise
smooth path leaves (p,y) by either increasing the príce of the commodity
with the largest netto excess demand, if larger than the largest profit
T
maxi(p A)i, or increasing the activity level of the production technolo-
gy with the largest profit if the latter is larger than the largest
netto excess demand. In the first case all the other prices and all the
activity levels are decreased proportionally in order to keep the sum of
the prices equal to one and since the prof.it of each activity is smaller
than the largest netto excess demand. In the second case the other
activity levels and all the prices are kept equal to their initial value
in order to keep the sum of the prices equal to one.
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In general on the path the prices of the commodíties having
largest netto excess demand and the activity levels of the technologies
with the same largest profits are, relatively to the starting values,
larger than all the other prices and activity levels, which are all the
same proportion (min) smaller than the initial values. As soon as the
netto excess demand zh(p) -( Ay)h of commodity h becomes equal to B for
some h for which ph - min ph then the price ph i s increased away from
phmin and zh(p) - ( Ay)h is kept equal to B. Similarly if the profit
(pTA)h of technology h becomes equal to 6 for some h for which yh
- yh min then the level yh is increased from yh min and the profit
(pTA)h i s kept equal to S. On the other hand if the price pk of commodi-
ty k becomes equal to pk min for some k for which zk(p) -(AY)k ~ S then
pk is kept equal to pk min and the netto excess demand zk(p) -( Ay)k is
decreased from R. Finally if the level yk of technology k becomes equal
to yk mín for some k for which ( pTA)k - B then yk is kept equal to
T
yk min and the profit ( p A)k is decreased from s.
The path of points (p,y) from (p,y) satisfying (2.5) terminates with a
point (p~,y~) for which
~ ~ ~
z~(p )-(Ay )~ ~ B for all j-1,...,nf1
with z~(p~) -(Ay~)~ ~ 6~ implies p~ a 0,
and
~T ~
(p A)i ~ f3 for all izl,...,m
with (p~T A)i ~ B~ implies yi - 0.
~
Multiplying (2.6) by p~ and adding up over all j yields
ik T ic i~ T ~k i~ ~1 ~
p z(P )- p Ay 3 S E p~ .
i-1
~T ~Since p z(p )~ 0 and
~





0, B- 0. Hence all the
~
Ei}1 p~ ~ 1 it follows
and adding up over all
(1 t Ei~l yi)6~
(2.6)
(2.7)
that p~ Áy~ - -B~.
~T ~
i yields p Ay ~
m ~
Ei~l yi ~a 0, so that since
netto excess demands are less than or equal to
zero, no activíty makes profit and a technology with positive activity
level has zero profit.
~ ~
The existence of the piecewise smooth path P from (p,y) to (p ,y ) can
be proved by introducing a primal-dual pair of subdivided manifolds on
which a mapping is defined whose zero points yield the aolutions to
(2.5) (see e.g. Kojima and Yamamoto [4)).
In the rest of this paper we describe an algorithm which follows
the piecewise smooth path P approximately by a piecewise linear path P.
The path P is obtained from system (2.5) by taking the piecewise linear
approximation z to z with respect to a specific subdivíaion of Sn X R}.
The suhdivision is described in the next section and the steps of the
algoríthm in section 4.
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3. 'fFie subdlvislon of Sn
x Rm
The subdivision of Sn x R} in (mtn)-dimensional cells is based
on the V-triangulation of Sn introduced in Doup and Talman [lj. In prin-
ciple the subdivision consists of cells which are the Carthesian product
of the n-simplices of the V-triangulation of Sn and of R}. Since
the
system (2.5) is linear in the variables yi, iml,...,m, the algorithm
does not need a simplicial subdivision of R}. Let (p,y) be the starting
point of the algorithm.
For T~ I~1~ - {1,2,...,nf-la-m} we defíne A(T) -~ if both pj ~ 0 for
all j~ T n I~1 and yi - 0 for all i with n-Flfi ~ T, and otherwise
A(T) ~ {(P,Y) E Sn x R} Ph ~ ph min, h
E T
min, h ~ T
min, trFlfi E T
min, n-Flfi ~ T
t 1 }.
The dimension of a nonempty set A(T) is equal to t- ITI. Notice that if
I~1 ~ T-~ then min must be equal to 1 so that
A(T) -{(P,Y) E gn x R} IYi ~ yi, n-F1~-1 E T,yi - yi,n-4~lfi ~ T}.
The boundary of A(T) is equal to
Bd A(T) - U A(T`{h}) U{(P,Y) E A(T) Pj ~ D. j~-` T n 1n.F.1'
h~T
yi - 0, nfl~-i ~ T}.
The sets A(T) reflect the left part of (2.5) and are illustrated in fig-







Figure 3.1. The seta A(T) for n~m~l
A({2})
Figure 3.2. Some sets A(T) if n-2 and m~l
A({3})
A({4})
Let the intersection of a subset T of I~1~ with Iml be denoted by T1
and its intersection with {nflfl,...,n-Hlfm} by T2. Let e(k) be the unit
vector in IItn}1~ with ei(k) - 1 if i~k and ei(k) ~ 0 if i~ k. Then the
t-dimensional set A(T) is the cloaure of the convex hull of (p,y), e(j),
j E T1, and the rays {(p,y) t a e(n-Flti), a~ fl}, n-Hlfi E T2. In par-
ticular A({j}) is co {e(j),(p,y)} if j E I~1 and A({nflti}) -
{(p,y) f a e(rrflfi), a~(1} if i E Im. So there are ntl.hn one-dimensio-
nal sets A(T) with I T I~ 1 if (p,y) ~ e( j), j E I~1, and there are just
nfm if (p,y) - e(j) for some j E In..FI. Along one of these one-dimensio-
nal sets the alqorithm will leave (p,y). We remark that in the aequel
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AnaloFue to Uie V-trt~ngulatlon of Sn we dlvide a nonempty aet A(T) into
the regions A(Y(TI),T2) for any permutation Y(TI) a(Y(1),...,Y(tl)) of
the tl elements of T1. For K~ I~1 let p(K) be the relative projection
of p on the face Sn(K) ~{p E Sn Ipj - 0, j~ K}, of Sn i.e., p(K) a p
if K- 0 and p j(K) - 0 for all j~ K if K~~. Further in the latter











and if E pk - 1
kEK
P
P ( K) a ~~-





where K~ s{k E KI pk - 0}.
Furthermore let









and let q(0) s(p) -(p) -( ~).
o y - y
Definition 3.1
Suppose A(T) is nonempty. If T1 ís a proper subset of In,}.1 such that
there is a j~ T1 with pj ~ 0, then
A(Y(T1).T2) -{(P.y) E Sn x R}~
- tl
(p) -(p) t E a q(Y( j)) t E vnflfie(nflfi) with
y y j-1 j nflfiET2
Q c at c... c a~ c 1, vml}i ~ ~, rN-lti E T2}. (1.1)
1
If T1 - I~1 or j~ T1 implies p j - 0, and if T is a proper aubset of
In-f-lfm then
A(Y(T1),T2) -{(P.Y) E Sn x R.~~
- tl-1
(p) -(p) f E a q(Y(j)) t a q(~) t
Y j 0y j-1
E v~l}ie(nflfi)
ttf 1tiET2
with 0 c at -1 c... c a2 c al c 1-ap c 1 and
1
vrr~l~i ~
0, nflfi E T2}. (3.2)
Otherwise A(Y(T1),T2) is defined to be empty.
The union of A(Y(T~),T2) over all permutations Y(T1) is clearly A(T)
with T- T1 U T2, and each nonempty A(Y(T1),T2) has dimension t- tlft2.
If pj ~ fl for all j E T1 then A(Y(T1),T2) can be written as follows.
Lemma 3.2




A(Y(T1).T2) -{(P.Y) E Sn x R}I -~(1) ) ...~ - 1~ min,
PY(1) PY(tl)
ph a ph min h~ T1,
yi ~ yi min n-F1-Ei E T2,
yi a yi
min tt-F.lfi ~ T2,
0 t min c 1}. (3.3)
(1,0,0)
(P~0)
Notice that min in (3.3) is equal to
1-a1-a0 in (3.2).
(P~Y)
The s~~t~: A(Y(T1),T~) are illustrated in figure 3.3 for nem~l and some
are íllustrated in figure 3.4 for n~2 and m~l.
A((1,2))
A((2,1))






Figure 3.3. The sets A(Y(T1),T2) for nam~l
] 0 0 0
`~ ((1))
i'~ - - A( (:
,' - ---'--
~~




Let A'(Y(T1)) be the projection of A(y(T1),T2) on Sn i .e. if there is a
j~ T1 with pj ~ Q then
tl
A'(Y(T1)) -{P E Sn ~P ~ P i- E aj q'(Y(j))~j31
0 c at c... c al c 1},
1
and if j~ T1 implies pj - 0 then
A'(Y(T1)) - 91 if pY(t ) -
[)
1
and if pY(tl) ~ ~
tl-1
A'(Y(T1)) -{ P E Sn ~P a P f E aj q'(Y(j)~j~l
q c
at -1
c... C al c 1},
1
where q'(Y(j)) E R~1, qh(Y(j)) - qh(Y(j)) h E lnfl'
tiotice that if in the latter case A'(y(T1)) is nonempty then A'((y(1),
...~Y(tl))) - A'((Y(1)....~Y(tl-1))).
The t-cell a of the subdivision of
section of a' x R} with A(y(T1),TZ)
A'(y(T )) of the V-triangulation of
a nonempty A(y(T1),T2) is the inter-
where a' is a tl-simplex in
Sn with certain grid size á 1,
1 n(T1)) with ver-d E IIV. Such a tl-simplex a' can be described by a'(p ,
1 tlfl
tices p ,...,p such that
(i) pl L p f E a(j)d-lq'(j) for non negative integers a(j) with
~ T1
0 c a(Y(tl)) c... c a(Y(1)) c d-1
(11) n(T1) ~(n(1),...,n(t )) is a permutation of the tl elementa of1
T1 such that for all ja2,...,t1 : k' ~ k if a(y(j-1)) - a(y(j)),
nk - Y(j-1) and nk, ~ Y(j)
1
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(111) Pifi ~ Pí f d-lq'(n(i)) i-1,...,tl.
If T1 - Im 1 or j~ T1 implies pj - 0 then o' in A'(y(T1)) í s a(tl-1)-
simplex a'(pl, n(Tl)) with n(tl) ~ y(tl), a(y(tl)) a 0 and vertíces
1 tl as above in (iii) for i~l,...,tl-1.P . ~.~P
First we describe the siibdivision of A(y(T1),T2) if T2 ~ Q1 and there ís
a j~ T1 for which pj ~ p, This subdivision is a simplicial subdivision
t fl
in t1-simplices Q((pl,yl), n(T1), ~) with vertices
(pl~yl)~.~~~(p 1~
tlfl
y ) such that
1
(i) (pl) -(p) f g a(j)d-1 q(j) for nonnegative integers with
Y Y jETl
0 C a(Y(tl)) t... C a(Y(1)) G d-1
(ii) n(T1) -( n(1),...,n(tl)) is a permutation of the elements of
such that for all j-2,...,t1 : k' ~ k if a(y(j-1)) ~ a(y(j)),
nk - Y(j-1) and nk, ~ Y(j)
if 1 i
(iii) (pifl) - (pi) t d l q(n(1)) i~l,...,tl.
Y Y
T1
~ 1 1 n(T1). Q) onNotice that a(pl, n(T1)) is the projection of a((p ,y ),
Sn. If j~ T1 implies pj - 0 or T2 ~~ then the subdivision of a non-
empty A(y(T1),T2) consists of t-cells. In case there is a j~ T1 with
pj ~ 0 such a cell is described by
a((P1.Y1)r n(T1)~T2) -{(P~Y) E Sn X R~~
tltl j
(p) - E a (p ) f E vnfltie(nfl-Fi)~ ~j
) 0 j E It fl'
Y j-1 j yj n-F-1fiET2 1
tl-H1
E aj - 1, v~l}i ~ 0 rr~lti E T2, where
jsl
tfl tfl
(P1.Y1)....,(P 1 .Y 1 ) are the vertices of the tl-simplex
Q((P1~Y1)~ n(T1). ~1)}. (3.4)
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IcCmarh ~lidt we wdy allow '1'~ to L~ empty. In carte T1 ~ lntl or j É Ti
implies pj ~ 0 a t-cell of a nonempty A(y(T1),T2) is described by
a((P1,Y1). n(T1),TZ) a{(P,Y) E Sn x R~)
tl j
(y) ~ jEl 7,j(Yi) f a0(-O) f E vnfl-~ie(nflfi),
ml-1tiE T
Recall that in this case py(tl) ~ 0.




py(t ) t t




are the vertices of a((pl,yl), ( n(1),....n(tl-1)), ~)}.
1,0,0)
,0,1,0)
The union of the subdivisions of A(y(T1),TZ) over all
2
The union of these
T constitutes a subdivision
grid size d-1. For n-mal and d-3 the subdivision
figures 3.5 and 3.6.
of A(T) over all feasible




of Sn x R} with
is illustrated in
















Figure 3.6. Subdivision of Sn x R} if nem-1, d-3 and (p,y) ~(0, 1, 3)
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4. 'flw nlgurillun
As mentioned in section 2 the algorithm traces the piecewise linear path
P from (p,y) of points (p,y) satisfying
pj - pj min if zj(p) -(Ay)j ~ B
pj ) pj min if zj(P) -(AY)j a S
yi - yi min if (pTA)i ~ S
yi ~ yi min if (pTA) i - a
with z the piecewise linear approximation to z with respect to the sub-
division defined in section 3. The path P is followed by the algorithm
by a sequence of adjacent cells of varying dimension. More precisely the
algorithm makes alternating replacement steps in order to move from one
cell to an adjacent cell and linear programming pivot steps in order to
follow a linear piece of P in a cell. The linear programming pivot steps
are made in a system of linear equations corresponding to the right part
of system (4.1). We call the t-cell containing the point (p,y) in A(T)
satisfying the right part of (4.1) T-complete. Let Ai be the i-th column
of A and let e be the (n-Fli-m)-vector of ones.
Definition 4.1
A t-cell a((pl,yl), n(TI),T2) in a nonempty A(Y(TI),T2) is T-complete if
(i) in case there is j~ TI with pj ~ 0 the system
tlfl z(P.]) - Ayj
E ~j ATpj t } E vcrFlti -~i t
ET uh(e(~)) - B(~) '~i
-1 1 n-F 1 i T 1~ `~j 2
(4.2)
has a solution a j ~ 0 j E It , v~l}i ~ 0 nflfi E T2,
lf 1
ph ~ 0 h~ T and B E R
(ii) in case TI - Iml or j~ T implies pj a 0 the system
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tl z(P~)) - Ayj
E a j I A pj Ij~1 ` 1 jjj
t E vn-F-lfi -~i
f E uh (
e( ~) ) f a~ (A(1 )
n-F1-FiET 0 h~I' ` ~ I2
n
- 9 (~) ~ ~t ~
has a solution a j ~ ~ j E It , v~l~i ~ ~ nflfi E T2,
1 tl
uh ~ 0 h~ T, S E R, 0 c a~ c (d-a(Y(1)) -h~i
is such that n(i) - Y(1).
(4.3)
~)~d where i
The solutions are denoted by (a,v,u,8) E Rn~3 in case ( i) and (a,v,u,
aN,9) E Rn~3 in case ( 11). Notice that z~-j` -'~~j` ~~a `~"~~ ~"o
t
(ii) (d-a(Y(1)) - Eh-i h)~d 3( Ejal
aj pY(tl))IpY(tl).
i.emma 4.2
i.et (p,y) satisfy (4.1), then there exists a t-cell a in A(T) for some
T, containing (p,y), which is T-complete. When a is T-complete in A(T)
the point
tlfl j
(p) - E a (p ) t E vnflfi e(n-Elfi)
y j~l j yj n-F1-FiET2




O- E a. ( ) t E vnf-lfi
e(nflti) - a~(~)
y jsl 3 yj ~1tiET2 Y
in case T1 - I~1 or j~ T1 implies pj - ~ lies ín a and satiafies
Proof. Let (p,y) satisfy (4.1). Then we define




1., -~n~ltl I 1 ~ Tm, (p A)1 ~~~~
Clearly (p,y) lies in A(T) with T~ T1 U T2. So there are y(T1), tr(T1)
and (pl,yl) such that (p,y)Ea((pl,yl), n(T1),T2) with o a t-cell in
A(Y(T1),T2). According to (3.4) or (3.5) o is T-complete. The other part
of the proof is trivial. ~
Non-degeneracy assumption 4.3
At most one variable at a solution of (4.2) or (4.3) is equal to zero.
The non-degeneracy assumption implies that if the system (4.2) or (4.3)
has a solution, then there is either a line segment or a half ray of
solutions. At an endpoint of a line segment or half ray exactly one
variable is equal to zero or aC is equal to the upperbound in (4.3).
Theorem 4.4
Neither system (4.2) nor system (4.3) has a half ray of solutions if T
is nonempty.
Proof. Suppose that (aC,v~,uC,BC) f a(a,v,u,s) is a solution to (4.2)
for all a ~ 0.
Because of the last equation of (4.2) ~- 0. Moreover u~ 0 and v~ 0.
t tl t fl
Let pC - E aC pj and yC - E aC y~. Suppose T2 ~~ then (4.2) yielda
J-1 ~ 3-1 ~
z(p~) - Ay~ t E(uh f auh)el(h) -( B~ -F as)el ~ 0 (4.4)
~T1
where el(h) and el E~1. Since T is nonempty the set T1 ~ 0. Now sub-
tract (4.4) with a- 0 from ( 4.4) to obtain
~T uh el(h) - Bel - 0.
1
The k-th equation with k E T1 yields S- 0 and therefore ~~ 0 for all
h E 1~1`T. Since T2 a~ also unflti ' C
for all í E lm and there is no
ray.
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Suppose T2 ~ P1 then system (4.2) yields
Arp~~ t E ( uh t avh) e2(h) -(BCta6) e2 9 0 (4.5)
h~T2
h-n-lElm
where e2(h) and e2 E II~. Now subtract (4.5) with a- 0 from (4.5) to
obtain
E uh e2(h) - S e2 a 0.
h~T2
h-n-lEIm







Again subtracting (4.6) for a- 0 from (4.6) for a- 1 yields
E vnflfi(-Ai) f E uhel(h) ~ 0.
ntlfiET
Let v be the m-vector defined by
crt 1
4 v~l}i for rrFl-}i E T2
vi - { 0 for nf lfi ~ T2 .
(4.7)
Clearly v~ 0. Equation (4.7) yields Av ~ 0 and hence v~ 0, since there
can be no production without input. Consequently uh 3 0 for all
h~ T1,
h E In-F1~ so that [here
can be no ray.
Analoguously we can prove the theorem for system (4.3). Notice that aC
is bounded between 0 and (d-al)~d so that aC ~ 0. O
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1 l
According to lemma 4."L a T-complete ceil a((p ,y ) , n(T1),T2) in A(T)
contains a line segment of points ( p,y) satisfying ( 4.1). At an endpoint
of such a line segment just one of the va~i~ples aj, v~l}i or uh in
(4.2) or ( 4.3) is zero or a~ -( d-a(Y(1)) - Ehli ~)~d in ( 4.3) with
n(í) - Y(1).
We show that (p,y) is the endpoint of exactly one such líne segment un-
less (p,y) is an equilibrium. Because of assumption 4.3 there is exactly
one index i~ E I~1~ for which either (z(p) - A(y))i s S if i~ E Iml
U
E Im where S 3 max{maxj(z(p) - Ay)j,or CATP)i -n-1 - 8 if i~-n-10
maxi(ATp)i}.
Then (p,y) is an equilibrium if iD E In,F,l, p~ e(iD) and y-
0. Other-
wise the point (p,y) is the endpoint of a line segment of points satis-
fying (4.1) in a((p,Y), (ip), ~) in A((iD), ~) if iD E I~1
and in the
1-cell a(( p,y), {i~}) in A({i~}) if i~ E {rr~1,...,crF-mtl}.
In the first case the algorithm starts with a linear programming pivot
thestep with a2 in (4.2) if pi ~ 1 and with a~ in (4.3) if pi a 1. In
0 ~
second case a línear programming pivot step is made with vi in (4.2).0
In both cases T - {i0}.
If a cell i s complete then an approximating equilibrium is found.
Definition 4.5
p p p ~~ of theA T-com lete cell o in A(T) is com lete if at an end oint (p ,y )
line segment of points satisfying (4.1) holds that
~
zj(p~) -(Ay~)j ~ S~ implies pj - 0
and
T ~ ~ ~
(A P)i ~ g implíes yi m ~.
(4.8)
Theorem 4.6
Let e be such that maxi(Izi(p) - zi(q)I) C E for all p,q in the same
simplex a' of the V-triangulation of Sn with gridsize á 1. ~ ~






B~ - e ~ zjCp~) -(AY ) j ~ B f e if pj ~ 0
zj(P~) -(Ay~)j ~ R~ f e if pj a 0.
~ ~
Proof. Since according to (4.8) at (p ,y )
- ~ ~ ~ ~
zj(P )-(AY )j - S if pj ~ 0
and
we get
(ATp~)i - S~ if yi ~ 0
,~ T- f~ i~ T ,k ,~ ~tT ~ ~k m ie
p zCP )- p Ay - R and p Ay ~ s E yi.izl
m ~
Hence S~ - (P~TZ(P~))~(lt E yi).
1-1
Furthermore,
~P~TZ(P~)~ - ~P~TZ(P~) - P~TZ(p~)~
- ~P~T(j aj z(pj) -~ aj z(p~))~
C p~TE a~ II (z(Pj) - z(P~))Ile ~ e
Jj
~t ~e ~ j
with a,'s such that p- E aj p.J j
~ m ~ -1Therefore ~S I ~ E(lt E yi) .
1-1
Since I zj(p~) - z j(p~) I ~ e for all j E I~1 we obtain
from ( 4.8) the
rest of the theorem. O
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~ w
I'I~r~~i~~~~~ h.i~ 1~::,~ 11 i~ :, il~ni (I~ .Y ) 1a nn t~~,~iruxlma[c~ e.qul llhrlum in the
sense tliat the inaccuracy e can be made arbitrary small by choosing the
grídsize d-1 small enoiigh.
We will show now tliat an endpoint of a line segment of points satisfying
(4.1) in a cell is either (p,y) or an approximate solution or an end-
point of such a line segment in an adjacent cell. All this together
yields that there is a piecewise linear path of points satisfying (4.1)
which connects (p,y) with an approximate equilibrium. This path will be
traced by the algorithm through alternating replacement steps and linear
programming pivot steps in (4.2) or (4.3).
Diore precisely we will show that an endpoint of a line segment of points
satisfying (4.1) tn a T-complete t-cell a in A(T) is either (p,y), an
~ ~
approximate equilibrium (p ,y ) or neíther of both. In the layt case
either (p,y) is an endpoint of a line segment of points satisfying (4.1)
in a(T U{h})-complete (ttl)-cell a' in A(T U{h}) for some h~ T with
o a facet of a', or (p,y) lies in a facet i of a. If T lies in the boun-
dary of A(T) then i lies in A(T`{h}) for some h E T and (p,y) is an end-
point of a line segment of points satisfying (4.1) in the T`{h} -com-
plete (t-1)-cell t in A(T`{h}). Finally if i does not lie in the boun-
dary of A(T) then there is a unique t-cell a' in A(T) containing z
also as a facet and (p,y) is an endpoint of a line segment of points
satisfying (4.1) in the T-complete a'.
l 1 n(T ) T) be a T-complete t-cell in A(y(T1),T2) andLet a((P ,Y ). 1 . 2
(p,y) E v an endpoint of a line segment of points satisfying (4.1).
Because of the non-degeneracy assumption exactly one of the variables in
(4.2) or (4.3) is equal to zero or a~ is equal to its upperbound in
(4.3). We subsequently discuss the cases that at (p,y) in system (4.2)
(i) vcrFlti -
0 for some n-H1~-1 E T2
(ii) u. - ~ for some j~ T1, j E IntlJ
(iii) u - ~ for some crflfi ~ T2, i E Im
n-F 1 ti
(iv) a, - 0 for some j E It tl~ 1
and in system (4.3)
for some n-Hlti E T2
(~) vmFlfi -
0




for some n-Flfi ~ T2, i E Im
(viii) aj - 0 for some j E It 1
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1 Inl ~1~) - ~~
C1
(~) n1~ ' íd-a(Y(1))
- E ~)~d wíth n(1) o Y(1).
hai
(i) v~lti - 0 for some nflfi
E T2.
If T-{ntlti} then ( p,y) 3(p,y). Otherwise the endpoint (p,y)
lies in a facet T of a where v~l}i - 0. Therefore ( p,y) is also
an endpoint of a line segment ( of points satisfying ( 4.1)) in i
( 1 1 n(T1)~T2`{n-F-lfi}) ínwhich i s the ( t-1)-cell a (p ,y ),
A(Y(T1),T~`{n-Flti}). This line segment can be followed by making
a pívot step in (4.2) with u~lfi~
(ii) u, - 0 for some j~ T1, j E I~1.J
(a) If T1 U{ j} - I~1 or pk - 0 for all k~ T1 U {j} and if
yi - 0 for all n-~lfi ~ T2 then according to 4.2 o is complete
and (p,y) is an approximate equilibrium.
(b) If there exists a k not in T1 U{j} with pk ~ 0 then (p,y) is
an endpoint of a line segment in the (T U{j})-complete
(tfl)-cell a((P1,Y1), (n(T1),j),T2) in A((Y(T1).j)rT2).
This line segment can be followed by making a pivot step in
(4.7) with ~t f2~
1
(c) If T1 U{j} - I~1 or pk ~ 0 for all k~ T1 U{j} and if
there is an nflfi ~ T2 such that yi ~ 0, then ( p,y) is an
endpoint of a line segment in the (T U{j})-complete (t-~1)-
cell a((P1,Y1),(n(T1),j),T2) in A((Y(T1),j),T2). This line
segment can be followed by making a pivot step in (4.3) with
(iii) u~l~i - ~ for some nflfi ~ T2, i E Im.
The point ( p,y) is an endpoint of a line segment in the
(T U {ntlfi})-complete ( tfl)-cell o((pl,yl),n(T1), T2 U {n-Hlfi})
in A(Y(T1),T2 U {rrFlfi}).
This line segment can be followed by making a pivot step in (4.2)
with v~lfi'
"Lh
1 1 v ~ ~ - ~ ~
~
(a) If
f~~~ o~~nic .j ` ~~ tl~
~
jsl, n(1) - Y(1) and a(n(1)) a d-1 then (P.Y) E Bd A(T)
where pj - 0 for all j~ T1 and yi 3 0 for all nflfi ~ T2.
According to 4.2 a is complete and (p,y) is an approximate
equilibrium.
(b) If j~ tltl, n(tl) - Y(tl) and a(n(tl)) ~ 0 then (P.Y) 3
(p,y) when tl - 1 and T2 - 0 and otherwise (p,y) E Bd A(T)
where an(tl) ~ 0. In this case (p,y) is an endpoint of a line
segment in the (T`{n(tl)})-complete (t-1)-cell
a((P1.Y1). ( n(1),...,n(tl-1)).T2) in A((Y(1)....,Y(tl-1)).T2).
This line segment can be followed by making a pivot step in
(4.2) with u~(tl).
(c) In the other cases (p,y) ís an endpoint of a line segment in
an adjacent T-complete t-cell p in A(T). More precisely, if
for some i, 2 c i c t~,n( j) - Y(i), n( j-1) - Y(i-1) and
a(n(j)) - a(n(j-1)) then according to (3.4) p is the t-cell
a((P1.Y1)~n'(T1)~T2) in A(Y'(T1)~T2) with Y'(T1) -
(Y(1)....,Y(i-2)~ Y(i)~ Y(1-1). Y(itl),-..,Y(tl)) and
n'(T1) - (n(1)~...,n(j-2)~ n(j). n(j-1). n(jfl),...,n(tl)).
1 1 n(T1)~T2) inOtherwise p is the t-cell a((p ,y ),
A(Y(T1),T2) obtained from o according to the replacement rule
described in table 4.1 where ah 3 a(h) if h E T1 and ah ~ 0
if h E I~1`T1. The line segment in p from (p,y) can be fol-
lowed by making a pivot step ín (4.2) with ~ where h is the
index of the new vertex of p.
27
~ t' ~ ~ '1 ~ 1 I,c. ~.~nr:~
j-1




1~ j ~ tlfl (P1,Y1) (~rt(1),...,~r( j-2),n(j),
a
,r( j-1),n(j-~1),...,,r(tl))
j - tlfl (P1,Y1)-d-lq(n(tl)) ( n(tl),n(1),...,n(tl-1)) a-el(n(tl))
Table 4.1. Replacement rule
Now we describe the cases for system (4.3).
(v) vcrFlfi - ~
for some n-Flfi E T2.
Idem to case (i) except that a pivot step i s made in (4.3) with
un.F. lti '
( vi) u, a 0 for some j~ T1, j E ln.~l-
~ is an end ointRemark that pj - 0. Then according to (3.5) (P.Y) lp 1
of a line segment in t11e (T U{j})-complete (ttl)-cell a((p ,y ),
(a(1),...,n(tl-1),j,n(tl)),T2) in A((Y(1),...,Y(tl-1),j,Y(tl)),
T2). This line segment can be followed by making a pivot step in
(4.3) with at fl'1
(vii) uml~i - 0 for some ntltí ~ T2, i E Im.
(a) If yh - 0 for all n-Flfh ~(T2 u}mFlfi}) then also yh - 0 for
these h's, so that a ís complete and (p,y) is an approximate
equilibrium.
(b) Otherwise idem to (iii) except that a pivot step ie
made in
(4.3) with v~lti.
(viii) 1j - 0 for some j E Itl.
(a) If jal, n(1) - Y(1) and a(n(1)) ~ d-1 then idem to (iv) (a).
(b) If j- tl, n(tl-1) ~ Y(tl-1), a(n(tl-1)) ~ 0 and pY(tl-1) 6 0
zH
t ~,,.,, ( ~,, y) I n nn on,lpoin[ of a I I no eeRm~nt 1 n the
(T;{n(tl-1)}-complete
(t-1)-cell a((P1.Y1),(n(1)...-,n(tl-2),x(tl)),T2) in A((Y(1),
,...,Y(tl-2),Y(tl)),T2).
This line segment can be followed by making a pivot step in
14.1) with uh where h~ n(tl-1).
(c) In the other cases idem to (iv) (c), except that the
replacement rule is performed as described in table 4.2 and







1l~~tl ( pl,yl) ( n(1),...,n(~-2),r(j),n(j-1), a
n(j-F1),...,n(tl))
(P1.Y1)-Hd-lq(n(1))
(P1~Y1)-d-lq(,r(tl-1)) ( n(tl-1),r(1),...,n(tl-2),n(tl)) a-el(n(tl-1))
Tahle 4.2. Replacement rule
Y(tl).
(p,y) ís the
an endpoint of a line segment in the (T`{Y(tl)})-complete
( t-1)-cell a((P1.Y1).(a(1),...,n(tl-1))~T2) in A((Y(1).
...,Y(tl-1)),T2). This line
step in (4.2) with u
( x)
startinp, point (p,y) if t~] and otherwiae
segment can be followed by making a pivot
t
a~ -(d-a(Y(1)) - Ehli ~)~d with n(i) a Y(1).
According to (3.5) yi a ~ for all n-~lfi ~ T2 so that a i a complete
and (p,y) is an approximate equilibrium.
This completes the description of the movements from a line aegment of
points satisfying (4.1) in one cell to the line segment of such points in
an a~ijacent cell. The algorithm follows the sequence of ad.jacent line
;{~.y.,nn~n~:~ fr~nn lp,q) to an approximate equilibrium. Since no cell can he
visite~l more than once, the number of cells ís finite an~l hecause of
theorem 4.4, the algorithm must terminate within a finite number of steps
~ ~
with an approximate solution (p ,y 1 in a complete cell.
y pp p,y ) is not sufficient theWhen the accurac of the a roximation at (~ ~
algortthm can he restarteA at (p~,y~) wlth a smaller grid size ~í-1. Within
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